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It is no secret there are many complicated factors involved in generating business success. But 
some other ingredients can be pretty simple – like doing what you say you’re going to do. The 
result: happy and productive staff members.
 Lawson-Fisher Associates (LFA) is a 40-year-old South Bend firm specializing in civil 

engineering design, construction inspection and surveying. It features a core group of clients (typically 
more than 95% of revenue from repeat customers), work that usually stays within a couple hours 
of home and a structure that includes a third of the 40-person team serving as employee owners.
 In talking with four members of the management team, some specific concepts emerge. LFA 
utilizes project teams, not departments. A horizontal hierarchy and open door policy are in place. 
Leadership opportunities abound.
 Greg Holden, company president and 30-year veteran of the organization, 
explains, “The general philosophy is that we share lots and lot of information. 
We’re very open book. … We don’t micromanage. We have a management style 
that says: ‘Here’s the project, you’re the project engineer; we’ll help you all we 
can; we’ll give you all the resources you need, but we’re not going to stand over 
your shoulder and get it done or (stand there) and watch you get it done.’ ”
 Mike Johnston, a senior civil engineer, has been with LFA for more than six 
years. The 61-year-old notes he has spent his entire career in this field and it 
hasn’t always been this way. “If a deadline comes and say one of the lead players 
has something happen in his family, I know what the company would say: ‘We 
have other leaders; we can substitute; you need to be with your family.’ 
 “I worked for a company once, they talked about that (keeping employees 
happy); they wanted to be seen as that, but it wasn’t really that way once you got 
down to it. I think once it’s practiced on the top end, then it’s very well known.”
 Bryan Seymour, senior CAD system manager, relishes the opportunity he 
has to “touch probably 90% of the projects that go through here.” Seymour 
followed up our in-person discussion with an e-mail that included, in part: “The 
sky is the limit for each employee at LFA. If you want to learn something and it 
fits the schedule, they will make it work. I have a two-year technical degree in 
architectural drafting. One day Greg (Holden) asked me if I had any interest in 
computers. I said I did so they let me learn on the job and also sent me to 
numerous training seminars. I now am also in charge of the IT.”
 Civil engineer Jeff Byrd, who works primarily on transportation projects but 
spent a significant amount of time helping out in the hydraulics area last 
summer, admits looking closely at the company’s turnover rate when he was in 
the job market 4½ years ago. “There really wasn’t any (turnover). I was very 
impressed with that. To me, it’s the quality of the work we put out. There’s a 
strong emphasis on that. And when an individual does a good job, they 
(managers) do recognize that.”
 Some of the benefits that employees enjoy: “extreme flexibility” in work hours, 
according to Holden; extensive formal and informal company-paid training; an annual merit bonus 
program in which “almost always everybody gets something,” explains senior vice president Paul 
Hummel (a 15-year team member); a physical fitness bonus for positive health and wellness 
behaviors; free fruit and healthy snacks; and various community service activities.
 When Piper Tittle, vice president and another 15-year veteran, offers that it’s the “team 
approach” that makes LFA special, Sky Medors (senior civil engineer and marketing director) adds, 
“The team approach here is not just said and talked about; you see it every day.”
 Medors joined LFA full-time in 1997 after two previous internships (an annual program that 
has produced several other team members). He departed for another company in 2008, only to 
return. “Leaving was very difficult for me. I came back because there were a lot more opportunities 
for growth here and, to be honest, I missed my friends.”

By Tom Schuman
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A large group from Lawson-
Fisher Associates takes part in 
the annual Race for the Cure. 
Approximately one-third of 
staff members donated their 
time on a Saturday to help 
enclose and seal a garage.




